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Abstract—Reaching a target object in an unknown and un-
structured environment is easily performed by human beings.
However, designing a humanoid robot that executes the same
task requires the implementation of complex abilities, such as
identifying the target in the visual field, estimating its spatial
location, and precisely driving the motors of the arm to reach it.
While research usually tackles the development of such abilities
singularly, in this work we integrate a number of computational
models into a unified framework, and demonstrate in a humanoid
torso the feasibility of an integrated working representation of its
peripersonal space. To achieve this goal, we propose a cognitive
architecture that connects several models inspired by neural
circuits of the visual, frontal and posterior parietal cortices of the
brain. The outcome of the integration process is a system that
allows the robot to create its internal model and its representation
of the surrounding space by interacting with the environment
directly, through a mutual adaptation of perception and action.
The robot is eventually capable of executing a set of tasks, such
as recognizing, gazing and reaching target objects, which can
work separately or cooperate for supporting more structured
and effective behaviors.
Index Terms—implicit distributed representation, sensorimotor
learning, humanoid robot, visual cortex, object recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE introduction of robotic agents in humans’ daily liferequires the development of autonomous systems able to
interact with changing and unstructured environments. In such
conditions, conceiving and selecting the most suitable action
to accomplish the desired task can be done only if the robot is
endowed with adequate sensors, to access its internal state with
respect to the state of the environment. Visual processing by
itself is usually not sufficient, because extracting information
from the environment is generally an ill-posed problem [1].
However, an agent that is endowed with the capability of
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voluntarily moving itself can simplify the perceptual process
by means of active exploration [2], paying the price of an
increasing complexity of the architecture.
On the one hand, the robot can exploit the interaction with
the peripersonal space, both to calibrate its own internal model
and to create its egocentric representation of the environment.
From this perspective, the representations of both the environ-
ment and the internal model are intertwined for achieving an
action, and hence they should be developed in parallel [3]. On
the other hand, active exploration can be fulfilled only with
a cognitive agent that flexibly integrates the perception of the
environment with the performed actions.
Biological systems provide an important source of inspi-
ration for developing cognitive abilities on robots, because of
their capability of adaptation. In particular, neuroscientific and
psychophysical findings provide new models of brain functions
that can be adapted for implementation on robotic systems.
Thus, composing an integrated system is instrumental to
investigate the existing interactions between vision and motor
control, and to study how to exploit these interactions. Even
if some authors have developed integrated robotic systems
[4]–[6], they typically rely on a computer vision approach,
without taking inspiration from computational neuroscience.
Otherwise, several single models developed by the com-
putational neuroscience community have been successfully
implemented on robotic setups, but few works have focused
on the integration of such models [7]–[10].
To achieve the above goals, we propose a framework that
hierarchically integrates computational models based on the
brain areas subtending visual attention, object recognition and
localization, and sensorimotor learning [11], [12]. Grounding
on the functional structure of the visual cortex, the architecture
is composed of two parallel and interacting pathways inspired
by the ventral and the dorsal streams [13] of the primate cortex.
Both streams rely on a common visual front-end that models
the primary visual cortex (V1), which provides a cortical-like
(i.e. distributed) representation of the binocular visual signal
[14], [15].
Ventral stream processing (“vision for perception”) is based
on an object recognition module (OR) that employs a dis-
tributed representation of objects as observed in the primate
cortex [16]. This representation, which encodes oriented edges,
contrast differences and retinal disparity, allows the robot to
identify and localize known objects.
Dorsal stream processing (“vision for action”), includes
2Fig. 1. Brain areas and their interconnections involved in the active ex-
ploration of the peripersonal space. The colors denote their functionality:
vergence movements (orange), disparity estimation (pink), object recognition
(green), gazing and reaching actions (blue). Abbreviations: V1: primary
visual cortex; V2-V4: visual areas in the extrastriate cortex; IT: inferior
temporal cortex; MST: medial superior temporal area; V6A: visuomotor
medial posterior parietal area V6A; FEF: frontal eye field.
both eye vergence control [17], [18] and gazing and reaching
movements [19], [20]. The system constructs a sensorimotor
egocentric representation of the space which is based on
different sources of information, like binocular visual cues
(disparity map), the visual position of target objects (coded by
the frontal eye field), signals from the oculomotor system (eye
joint position) and signals related to the reaching movements
performed by the arm (arm joint position). The robot learns
to integrate these cues through gaze and reach movements
by comparing the outcome of the performed action with the
prediction of the internal model [19]. The ventral stream
ability to recognize objects, and thus identify the correct target,
is instrumental to calibrate the dorsal stream, in accordance
with the psychophysical and neurological evidence for the
interaction between the two streams [14].
The integration of all modules results in a system that
achieves brilliant sensorimotor skills, flexibly integrating sen-
sory and motor information, and using specialized components
that interact with each other and tune themselves to the task
at hand.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we introduce the neuroscience background upon
which the proposed model, described in Section III, is in-
spired. In Section IV we describe the robotic setup and
provide the details of the control system, and we illustrate the
achieved results in Section V. Section VI offers discussion
and conclusion, and a comparison of our results with related
works. Mathematical details of the models are reported in the
appendices.
II. NEUROSCIENCE BACKGROUND
In primates, the observed scene is perceived by the vision
system through 2D projections on the left and right retinas.
The retinal ganglion cells are connected to lateral geniculate
nucleus in the thalamus which project directly to the primary
visual cortex (V1).
V1 is characterized by simple and complex cells. Both
types of cells have small receptive fields, and are sensitive
to monocular and binocular visual stimuli, such as oriented
edges, moving bars or gratings, and binocular disparities [21],
[22]. However, complex cells responses, differently from sim-
ple cells, exhibit a specific invariance to the phase of the
stimulus [21], which makes them perfectly suitable to unam-
biguously encode binocular disparity (from an implementation
point of view, V1 can be seen as the substrate that encodes
the raw binocular information provided by the retinas into a
feature-based space). Downstream from V1, visual processing
splits into two parallel streams.
The ventral stream [16] performs object recognition, and
consists mainly of the visual cortical areas V1, V2, V4 and in-
ferior temporal cortex (area IT) (green regions in Fig. 1). Each
of these areas is sensitive to specific features that get increas-
ingly complex and invariant against affine transformations. For
example, V1 cells respond to edges, V2 cells to a combination
of edges (e.g. corners), V4 cells to small parts of an object and
IT cells to a whole object or to some of its views [23]. Other
features like color and disparity are hierarchically encoded in
the ventral stream, and integrated with texture features. Apart
from the main bottom-up projections from V1 to IT, there
is also a top-down bias on visual processing which specifies
which features are most important for the task at hand, e.g.
for the attentive search of target objects in the scene [11].
While the ventral stream detects target objects, the dorsal
stream estimates their spatial location and their size (blue
regions in Fig. 1). The dorsal stream is also in charge of plan-
ning eye movements such as vergence and saccades. Vergence
movements are used to change the fixation distance in order
to simultaneously foveate the visual target with both eyes, so
as to restore and/or maintain the singleness of vision. In this
process, disparity information provided by V1 is interpreted
by the medial superior temporal area (MST) [24] to gather
a signal proportional to the disparity to be reduced. Thus,
vergence is a close-loop movement and is usually relatively
slow (≈ 60deg/s).
Saccades are fast, ballistic movements that are used to gaze
at visual stimuli. Once the target stimulus is detected in the
visual field, the oculomotor system triggers a saccade to shift
the gaze to the target, and therefore eye version and vergence
are both changed [25]. The movement can be as fast as 900
deg/s and its execution is not modified by visual perception,
which is suppressed during saccadic movements [26]. Consid-
ering the open-loop nature of this movement, it is important
for the brain to have both a good knowledge of the oculomotor
plant and a good estimation of the target object location.
Indeed, several adaptive mechanisms maintain the saccadic
generator system calibrated [27]. The target of a saccade
emerges from the interconnectivity between several cortical
areas, such as the superior colliculus [28], the basal ganglia,
the posterior parietal cortex, the frontal eye field (FEF), the
cerebellum and the brainstem [29]. The FEF [30], core center
of this network of areas, The FEF contains a retinotopically-
organized map of visual, visuo-movement and movement cells
[31]. While the visual cells respond to the onset of visual
stimuli, the movement cells respond to the onset of a saccade,
3Fig. 2. The artificial vision architecture that simulates the brain’s visual cortex.
Green connections simulate the ventral stream while blue connection the
dorsal stream. The arrow between the FEF and V6A represents the connection
between the two parallel streams. Abbreviations: V1: primary visual cortex;
HVA: higher visual area, which incorporates cells of areas V4 and IT; MST:
medial superior temporal area; DM: disparity map; V6A: visuomotor medial
posterior parietal area V6A; FEFv and FEFm: visual and movement cells in
the frontal eye field.
and thereby encode expected landing position of the eyes
after the saccade. The FEF is bidirectionally connected to area
V4 (ventral stream) [32], [33] and to the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP) in the dorsal stream. From these areas it receives
information regarding visual features of the target (V4) and
its spatial location (parietal regions as V6A [34]), and projects
back its retinotopic position. These interactions are not limited
to eye movements, but to reentrant processing in general, e.g.
to the deployment of visual attention [11]. In this way, the
visual system maintains a consistent object representation in
all cortical areas (frontal eye field, ventral and dorsal streams).
The dorsal stream is also in charge of computing the
sensorimotor transformations required to perform arm move-
ments. These transformations, as those required to control
the eyes, are likely to be performed through the gain field
effect of neurons in the posterior parietal cortex. In particular,
neurons in V6A area have been found to contextually encode
different representations of the target position, allowing for
easy reference frame transformations In V6A, neurons with
retinotopically organized receptive fields are modulated by
gaze direction in order to encode spatial positions [35], [36].
Moreover, V6A has proprioceptive properties, and is directly
involved in the execution of reaching and grasping movements
[37], in accordance with its role in reference frame transforma-
tions between eye-centered, body-centered, and hand-centered
representations [12], [38], [39]. Once these frames of reference
(f.o.r.) have been computed, gazing and/or reaching actions are
executed by the basal ganglia and the cerebellum through the
motor cortex.
III. COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the cognitive architecture that we
have developed, inspired by the concepts described in the
previous section.
The architecture is composed of several neural networks,
each one modeling a brain’s cortical region. The perceptive
and proprioceptive information is encoded through a dis-
tributed approach by the response of the network’s cells. This
distributed representation is maintained and passed on from
a module to another, and only when necessary, it is mapped
into a closed loop motor command (vergence control), into the
visual identity of the searched object (object recognition), or
its spatial location (gazing and reaching).
Following this principle, instead of using an artificial
Cartesian coordinate system, the position of target objects is
maintained by a more biological coordinate system, consisting
in the angular position of eyes and arm’s joints. From this
perspective, the robot becomes the measurement instrument
that the neural architecture exploits to represent the surround-
ing space. The advantage of this implicit representation is
two-fold. First, it is useful to avoid intermediate “decoding”
stages, maintaining the system flexible for learning and robust
to errors. Second, it is suitable to release motor commands
and to calibrate the internal representation while the robot is
interacting with the environment [19], [40].
Information flow in our schema follows the two pathways
separation, downstream from the first processing module mod-
eling V1. Now, we describe how we modeled different brain
areas and their interconnections.
A. V1 Area
The computational model of area V1, grounding on the
binocular energy model, encodes local, simple features of
the visual stimuli like the orientation of edges [41], local
contrast differences [42], and retinal disparity [43] (see Fig.
2). These features are available in a distributed representation
[15] which provides a complete structural analysis of the visual
signal [44].
On the basis of neurophysiological evidences [21], [22], the
V1-like binocular complex cells [45] are modeled by the sum
of the squared response of two quadrature pairs of simple cells.
The model is conceived so that the response of the binocular
energy unit models the mean firing rate of the complex
cell [21]. Accordingly, each simple cell has a binocular Gabor-
like receptive field characterized by a phase difference between
the left and the right, that yields the sensitivity to a specific
retinal disparity (for further details see Appendix B). In this
way, the resulting complex cell is able to encode specific
properties of the visual signal, defined by the disparity, size,
orientation and shape of its component receptive fields.
We simulate a population of V1 simple and complex cells,
divided into several sets, operating at different spatial resolu-
tions and orientations of the stereoscopic images [15]. Each
set, working at a specific spatial scale, is sensitive to a limited
range of disparities, oriented edges and spatial frequencies.
From this perspective, the implemented population, covering
a sufficient number of oriented channels, phase shifts and fre-
quency scales, yields a complete characterization of the local
structure of the binocular visual signal. Such a representation
is essential to gain a perception which is reliable (i.e. stable),
dense and immune to lighting conditions, in order to ground
the succeeding stages of perception and action at different
levels of complexity.
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The models of ventral stream and frontal eye field detect
and localize the object of interest. Both models are a scaled
version of a previously published anatomically and physio-
logically motivated model of attention, which were modified
for processing real-world objects. Biological background can
be found in [32]. All neurons use a rate coded model which
describes the firing rate of a cell as its average spike frequency.
Objects are encoded as single views, i.e. as a specific visual
appearance, in a high visual area (HVA). These view-tuned
cells can be related to brain areas V4 and IT [23]. Using weight
sharing, the HVA is organized in different retinotopic maps
where each map encodes the feature selectivity (green shapes
in Fig. 2). Given this retinotopic organization of the map, each
cell of HVA is activated when a particular object is located
at the retinal location underlying its receptive field [46].
Mimicking the V1 contrast response function [42], we used
a binary step as activation function to saturate the response
of the cells with an activation greater than a threshold. In
such way, the response of the HVA neurons comes to be more
robust to illumination changes. A single view of an object is
encoded by the weights of the connection between V1 and
HVA cells. Thus, HVA cells are selective for a specific patterns
of V1 responses, i.e. for a specific pattern of oriented edges,
disparities and local contrasts. With the aim of implementing
an object recognition system able to recognize the objects
by their 3D shape, color information is not used. These
weights were learned during an off-line training phase using
unsupervised learning. As this learning should lead to largely
depth invariant object representations, our method relies on
temporal continuity similar to those used to learn position
invariance [47], [48].
In extension to common techniques in object recogni-
tion networks [49], we employed top-down and bottom-up
processes for contextual feature enhancement. This strategy
allows us to solve the dilemma of parallel segmentation and
localization [46]: object segmentation depends on localization,
that, in turn, requires the segmentation itself. When a particular
object is searched, a top-down “feature-based attention signal”
reinforces the activation of all HVA cells that encode a view of
such an object [46] and suppresses the activation of the cells
that encode unattended objects. This greatly reduces the false
recognition due to similar views belonging to other objects. In
our implementation, the suppressive field of an object contains
the views of all other learned objects (Section V-B).
Spatial information is encoded in the frontal eye field
(FEF module), simulated by two maps: FEFv indicates retinal
locations of all objects (green dots in Fig. 2) whereby FEFm
encodes only the saccadic target (single green dot in Fig. 2).
Therefore the FEFv represents a perceptual map which is often
referred to as a saliency map [50]. These maps represent the
visual (FEFv) and movement cell (FEFm) types of the FEF [31],
[32]. The former map is computed by choosing the maximum
activation over all the features in HVA at each location. The
latter one is calculated from FEFv by a Gaussian filter to
reinforce neighboring locations and competition to suppress
all others. This process is iterated until an area of activation
exceeds a threshold which then triggers a saccade to foveate
the searched object. The saccadic target is then used together
with the disparity map to convert the visual location of the
target into a gaze or an arm movement.
C. Dorsal stream
The dorsal stream detects the three dimensional structure
of the scene using a representation that is suitable to support
gazing and reaching actions.
The stream is composed of three modules, the computa-
tion of the disparity map (DM), used to gather a qualitative
evaluation of the structure of the environment, the vergence
control (VC) that reduces the local disparity of the central part
of the visual field and brings the system within the working
range of the DM, and V6A, which integrates the sensorimotor
information in order to perform coordinated arm and eye
movements towards given targets.
The horizontal disparity is commonly considered a highly
informative cue for depth perception and vergence eye move-
ments, both in neurophysiology [51] and computer and robot
vision [52]. Working with a real and active robotic stereo
head, the disparity pattern is not only composed of horizontal
disparities as in the case of parallel optical axes [53]. The
vertical component, arising from the vergent geometry and
mechanical imprecision of the system, needs to be considered
for a reliable and effective estimation of the horizontal one.
From this perspective, building a population of complex
cells tuned to different spatial orientations is instrumental to
recover the full disparity of the binocular image [15]. Exploit-
ing the information encoded by the multi-frequency channels,
the disparity estimation relies on a pyramidal decomposition
combined with a coarse-to-fine refinement [44] (see also [54]).
The features, obtained at a coarser level of the pyramid, are
expanded and used to warp the spatially convolved images, on
which the residual disparity is computed.
At the level of a single scale of frequency, we compute the
component of the disparity along each orientation by applying
a center of mass decoding strategy. Successively, the full
disparity is obtained by an intersection of constraints [55],
solving in such a way the aperture problem [56].
Since the disparity depends on the relation between the
eye positions and the environment, the system might fall in
a configuration where the disparity is outside the detectable
range supported by the DM module. The VC is a fast active
mechanism that works in a visual closed loop to bring and keep
the disparity estimation module in its working range. Since a
real-time behavior is needed, the module takes as input only
the responses of the complex cells at an intermediate spatial
frequency and directly converts them into effective vergence
signals [17], [18] that trigger proper convergence or divergence
of the robot’s cameras (left side of Fig. 2).
The control signals are obtained by a weighted sum of the
cell responses. The desired control should provide a sensitivity
to the horizontal disparity and an insensitivity to the vertical
one. The weights are computed by minimizing a functional
that exploits the cells tuning curves (to the full vector disparity)
to obtain the desired behavior [17]. The resulting VC signal
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to move the fixation point to the closest visible surface of
the target object. The information conveyed by a coarse
scale guarantees an effective trade-off between an adequate
precision of the control and real-time performances. Moreover,
relying on the distributed code of the disparity information, the
VC is capable of providing an effective and stable signal even
with noisy and changeable real world images, so as to cope
with the imprecision of a real robot head [57].
In addition to vergence movements, the robot can perform
gazing and reaching actions, that are voluntary, ballistic and
usually goal-directed. The target is recognized and localized
in the visual field by the ventral stream and is made available
to the dorsal stream by means of the retinotopic FEFm map.
In order to perform a correct gaze/reach movement, we need
to solve the sensorimotor transformation problem, which in
our application consists in converting the retinotopic (sensory
information) position of the target into an eye/arm motor
command.
We approached this problem by simultaneously maintaining
the position of the target in three different f.o.r.: retinotopic,
eye-centered and arm-centered. The retinotopic f.o.r. is defined
by the location of the stimulus on the image (obtained from
the FEF) and its disparity (obtained from the DM) (right side
of Fig. 2). Instead of using a Cartesian space, we define
the eye-centered and the arm-centered f.o.r. as motor spaces,
which are determined by the angular positions of eye and arm
joints, respectively. The angular positions of eyes and limbs are
provided by the encoders of the robot, which replace the kind
of information provided by proprioceptive cues in biological
systems.
The transformations from one frame to another are com-
puted by radial basis function networks (RBFN). This kind of
network was chosen for its ability to approximate any kind
of non-linear functions [58], which makes them especially
suitable for the sensorimotor transformation problem. There-
fore, RBFNs were used to simulate populations of V6A [12]
neurons, and to simulate the gain modulation effect observed
in the neurons of the parietal cortex [59], [60].The hidden
layer of the RBFNs performs a non-linear transformation of
the input and is then linearly combined to produce the output
response. Herein, the hidden units are Gaussian functions with
fixed parameters, while the weights of the linear combination
are adapted on-line through a recursive least square algorithm
[61]. In this way the robot can incrementally update its internal
representation at each interaction with the environment by
evaluating the error of the performed movement. The on-
line algorithm provides the capability of modeling adaptive
properties of the saccadic adaptation of human beings [62].
Taking into account that the error depends on the visual
position of the target object or the robot hand, the learning
stage is strongly dependent on the capability of the visual
system to detect and localize such stimuli.
Summarizing, like in the cortex of primates, the integration
between the dorsal and ventral pathways is necessary to de-
velop complex behaviors in the robot. Indeed, vergence control
(dorsal stream) reduces the range of the visual disparity to
keep it in the working range of the object recognition system
Fig. 3. The Tombatossals robot and its peripersonal workspace at the Robotic
Intelligence Lab, Universitat Jaume I. Three objects have been employed in
the experiments: a bottle, a box and an adhesive tape.
(ventral stream) and of the disparity computation. On the other
hand, the retinal location of the object of interest, which is
extracted by the interaction between HVA (ventral stream) and
FEF, is directly involved in the execution of gaze and reach
movements and in the subsequent calibration of the internal
model (dorsal stream).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Robot
The cognitive architecture described in this paper is imple-
mented and tested on the robotic torso Tombatossals (Catalan
for mountain-crasher). The head is endowed with two cameras
(resolution: 1024×768, frame rate: 30 fps) mounted at a
baseline of ≈ 27 cm. In this work, the images acquired by
the cameras were converted to gray scale and down-sampled
to 320×240 pixels. We set the focal length of the cameras
as short as possible (≈ 5 mm) to obtain a broad field of
view. In this condition, the images are strongly affected by
lens distortion, however, since the proposed architecture is
able to learn and to adapt from the visual signal, we do
not compensate for it. The head is designed to have three
degrees of freedom, i.e. a common tilt, and separate pan for
the two cameras. This geometrical configuration allows for
an independent control of gaze direction and vergence angle.
The arms have seven degrees of freedom each, but we have
employed three degrees only, i.e. shoulder pitch and roll, and
the elbow yaw. Both the head and the arms are equipped with
encoders that allow us to gain access to the motor positions
with high precision.
B. Software Architecture
The implementation of the architecture described in the
previous section is organized into several modules. Each
module runs in parallel with the others and they interact with
each other to produce behavior. We employ the YARP middle-
ware to manage the communication among the modules [63]
because it handles various types of communication interfaces,
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operative systems. It is particularly suitable for “streaming”
communication where the data sender is decoupled from the
receiver, and it also supports “send/reply” communications
where the sender and the receiver are tightly coupled.
We group the functional blocks that compose the system
according to their scope: hardware interface, visual processing,
memory and controller (see Fig. 4). The configuration of
these blocks and their connection, is managed by a supervisor
module, called task manager (TM), that changes the settings
of the architecture by means of control messages that employ
“send/reply” communications.
C. Functional blocks
Hardware interfaces: The hardware interfaces manage the
communication with the input/output devices of the robot,
i.e. robotic head, cameras and the manipulator arms. The
camera modules acquire the images and provide them to the
other modules. The modules connected to the arms and the
head perform a bidirectional communication, as they provide
the angular positions and the velocities of the joints, and
simultaneously control the motors, by receiving a desired
position/velocity from the control modules (blue blocks).
Visual Processing: The visual processing units described
in Sec. III, perform image processing and operate in the
retinotopic-domain. V1 encodes the low level visual features,
and HVA extracts high level visual features and localizes the
target on the image plane.
The V1 module elaborates the input images provided by the
cameras to compute the complex cells population responses.
This is composed of 280 retinotopic layers (5 scales ×8
orientations ×7 phases) that properly cover the 2D spatial
frequency domain [44]. At each scale the resolution is halved
with respect to the previous one, hence the finer scale is
composed of 320×240×8×7 cells, and the coarser one of
20×15×8×7 cells.
The disparity map (DM) obtained is a dense map of the same
size (320×240) as the input image, with sub-pixel resolution,
that can be used both to interpret the structure of the scene,
and to guess the combined saccade/vergence movement (for
further details, see Appendix B).
The high-level visual area (HVA) binds together the complex
cells’ V1 responses to obtain the high-level features instrumen-
tal to represent the objects in the scene. These features are
encoded by 10 retinotopically-organized layers. Each single
HVA cell gathers input from all V1 layers in a spatial neigh-
borhood of 72×72 pixels (first scale resolution) and from all
the other cells of HVA. In addition to the cells of V1, the
HVA can receive as input an internal model representation of
a desired object, which is used as attentional signal to enhance
the relevant views. The recursive loop that connects the HVA
with the FEFv and FEFm maps is iterated until a threshold is
exceeded in FEFm, hence until the desired object is detected.
The centroid is then provided as the output of the module.
Memories: The representation of the objects is stored in a
long-term memory, called Object Memory (OM), which binds
the objects with their views in HVA. This memory is created
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Fig. 4. The proposed control system. Modules are grouped by scope:
hardware interfaces (orange), visual processors (green), controllers (blue)
and memories (red). The data flow among the modules is ruled by the task
manager, which employs multiplexers (displayed as circles) to enable and
disable some connections (dashed line) depending on the required task. For
example, for localizing a target object (bottom-left) V1 extracts low-level
features from the binocular input and projects them to the object recognition
system, which binds the features to create a high level description of the
scene. Moreover, object recognition enhances the features that belong to the
target object, so as to improve its localization. Once a target is localized,
a sequence of transformations convert the retinotopic location of the target
into a gaze direction and the latter one into an arm-joint configuration. Such
a configuration is finally used to control the ballistic movement of the arm
(center). On the right, the current gaze direction is converted into an arm-joint
configuration which is eventually sent to the arm controller.
after the learning phase of HVA. By its connections to HVA
it serves to guide visual search, as the top-down connections
had been organized to activate the relevant HVA cells and to
suppress those cells that are shared by distracting objects (see
Sec. V-B). Thus, the top-down modulation from each OM unit
consists of two binary vectors, each containing 10 entries that
are linked to the corresponding 10 layers of HVA (Fig. 7). The
OM cells receive as input the index of the target object.
The system is also equipped with a medium-term memory
that keeps track of the positions of the objects in the head-
centered frame of reference, namely Visual-Motor Memory
(VMM): This module receives as input the head-centered
position of a stimulus together with its view-based description.
If the object has already been stored in the memory, its position
is updated, otherwise it is added as a new object. The output of
the module is the head-centered position of a selected target.
Controllers: The controllers allow the robot to close the
perception-action loop by transforming their input cues into
suitable motor commands.
The vergence control block converts the population response
of the V1 complex cells into a vergence command. Using a
single mid scale limits the required computational load and
allows real time performance (≈ 40 fps). The resulting control
is both able to follow an object moving in depth and to bring
the fixation point on the surface of the gazed object [57], i.e.
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Fig. 5. An example of disparity map (in pixels) computed from the output
of v1. The direction of the full vector disparity, arising from the vergence
geometry (see [53]), is represented by the color, according to the color wheel.
Red and cyan correspond to crossed and uncrossed horizontal disparities,
while green and blue represent left and right vertical disparities. Seemingly,
the magnitude is represented by the saturation, where a bright color stands
for small disparities and a saturated color represents large ones. The robot is
gazing at the top of the bottle in the middle of the image (zero disparity).
The bottom of the bottle and the adhesive tape on the right are slightly farther
(uncrossed disparity), whereas the box on the left is nearer (crossed disparity).
at zero disparity in a foveal area (see Fig. 5).
Three modules encode the sensorimotor transformations that
convert the visual position of the target into an eye movement
and an arm position, providing the reference positions for both
the gazing and reaching movements. These transformations
are TR 7→E , TE 7→A and TA 7→E . The TR 7→E module converts
the retinal location of the saccadic target into the increment
of the eye position that allows for gazing the target. The
input is composed of the position of the target x in the
left image and of its disparity δ, obtained by the DM. The
transformation is encoded by a RBFN composed of 125
(5×5×5) Gaussian neurons that cover the input space (x, δ)
with a uniform distribution. The output of the network is the
angular displacement of the motors (left pan, right pan and
common tilt). This module, once it has received the visual
position of the stimulus after the saccadic movement, updates
and refines the encoded transformation on-line [40].
The TE 7→A module converts an eye position into the arm
position which permits it to reach the fixation point, while
TA 7→E allows the robot to gaze at its own hand, even though it
may be out of the field of view. The gaze direction is encoded
by the angular position of the eye motors (left and right pan,
tilt), whereas the shoulder pitch and roll and the elbow yaw
encode the arm position. Both transformations are encoded by
a RBFN composed of Gaussian neurons uniformly distributed
in the input space. The TE 7→A transformation employs 343
neurons (7×7×7) and the TA 7→E transformation employs
125 neurons (5×5×5). These modules update on-line the
underlying transformation when the robot is looking at the
hand [40], so that, at least for the learning process, visual
feed-back is required.
The parameters of the networks and their performance (see
section V-C) are reported in table II.
D. Dynamic connections and task manager
The implemented modules provide basic skills for inter-
acting with the environment, even though individually they
are not sufficient to perform a structured action. Indeed, the
functional blocks need to be connected to create proper data
flows that link perception to action. For example, if the robot
recognizes an object, we can connect the TR 7→E block with
the eye controller to gaze at it, as well as the TR 7→E and the
TE 7→A blocks to the arm controller to reach it.
We introduced two kinds of modules in order to dynami-
cally coordinate and configure the functional blocks: the task
manager (TM) and the multiplexer. The multiplexer is a unit
that receives multiple inputs and forward one or none of
them to the output. The multiplexers can enable and disable
connections on-line (dashed lines in Fig. 4) and they are placed
in the system where multiple arrows enter the same block. The
data flow implemented at each particular time depends on the
selection command given by the TM. Indeed, it changes the
configuration of the modules depending on the ongoing task,
selecting the object of interest (acting on the memories), and
changing the data flow (acting on the multiplexers).
Such an architecture allows the system to be flexible and
adaptable, because a new action can be simply defined by its
data flow (connections list). On the other hand, multiplexers
avoid any interference or conflict among modules that send
motor commands, because they forward one signal at a time.
This makes the system more robust and maintainable.
In order to test the performance of the system, we created
a collection of ten tasks that are shown in Fig. 4:
1) Localizing a visual stimulus (object or hand).
2) Training the visuo-oculomotor transformation (TR 7→E).
3) Training the eye-arm coordination (TE↔A).
4) Gazing a visual stimulus (object or hand).
5) Reaching for a visual stimulus (object or hand).
6) Reaching for the fixation point.
7) Gazing to the hand inside or outside the field of view
exploiting the proprioception (TE↔A).
8) Memorizing the position of a target object.
9) Gazing to a memorized objects’ positions.
10) Reaching for memorized objects’ positions.
When a gazing or reaching task is required, the TM selects
the multiplexers that activate the appropriate input cues for
the head or the arm controller. The vergence controller is
always active in order to adjust the fixation point on the current
target. When a gazing movement is ongoing, the stream of
input images is interrupted in order to avoid the processing
of inconsistent data. Moreover, the sensorimotor learning can
be activated when the robot is looking at the hand (TE↔A) or
after a saccade towards a visual stimulus (TR 7→E).
Bottom of Fig. 4 shows the connection of some tasks (tasks
1, 5, 6) that we used in the experiments. For example, in
order to localize a target object, the TM connects the images
acquired by the cameras with V1. On the left, V1 extracts
low-level features and projects them to the high visual area,
which binds the features to create a high level description of
the scene. Finally, the HVA obtains the features that belong to
the target object from the object memory, and enhances them
8to localize the target. In order to reach a target, that can be
either an object or the fixation point, the robot converts the
eye-centered position of the target into an arm position that
is used to control the joints of the limb. If the target is the
fixation point, the target position is provided directly by the
position of the eyes that are provided by proprioceptive cues
(center of Fig. 4). If the target is an object, its position is
provided by the conversion of the output of the high visual
area (retinotopic-centered) into an eye-centered representation
(right side of Fig. 4). The TM does not contain any cognitive
skills to choose the action to execute, but receives commands
given by a human user by means of a graphical user interface
(GUI), or executes pre-defined tasks composed of sequences
of elemental action components.
V. RESULTS
In order to assess the efficacy of the architecture in a real
setup, we first tested separately the main modules (vergence
control, object recognition and sensorimotor transformation),
and then we tested the whole system with complex tasks.
The setup consisted of the robot platform with objects
placed in its peripersonal space, i.e. within a reachable dis-
tance. The environment was composed of three objects placed
on a table covered by a black cloth. The illuminance of the
environment was approximately 465 lux and was originated
mainly by fluorescent tube lights.
The three objects were a bottle, a box and an adhesive tape
roll (Fig. 3) and were chosen because of their different three-
dimensional structure. During the experiments, the objects
were arbitrarily placed on the table, in a working area of about
(50×50) cm2, so that the farthest object was still reachable
by the arm.
In the first test, we show the capability of the vergence
control which is mandatory for the correct functioning of
the other modules. Indeed, a correct fixation posture allows
the V1 to work within its working range, ensuring a reliable
information to the sensorimotor transformation and to the HVA
module. The second test shows how the robot discriminates
and localizes the three objects. This experiment involves V1,
which provides a low level description of the scene, and HVA,
which recognizes the target/selected object based on its view.
The third test shows how the sensorimotor framework adapts
the internal model during the interaction with the environment.
This experiment involves V1 and HVA, which provide the
location of the target and V6A that learns the transforma-
tions among the different coordinate systems (retinotopic-
oculomotor-arm joint space). Finally, the last test shows how
the connections among the modules provide the robot with the
capability of achieving complex and articulated tasks in a real
setup.
A. Vergence Movements
To verify the precision of the vergence movement we imple-
mented a test in which the robot gazes towards a frontoparallel
plane at a fixed reference vergence of 8◦ (≈ 1000 mm
distance). The fixation point is moved trial by trial to a random
position within ±4◦ with respect to the reference vergence
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Fig. 6. Precision of the vergence control: the absolute error on the positioning
of the fixation point, i.e. the fixation disparity, is plotted against its initial
vergence angle and distance.
(i.e. ≈ [600−2000] mm), and we expect the vergence control
to move it back onto the surface of the plane, accordingly.
The vergence error is measured as fixation disparity, i.e. the
residual binocular disparity at fixation, in order both to have a
measure independent of the estimated motor position, and thus
repeatable and reliable, and to establish a direct comparison
with the human behavior. Fig. 6 shows the fixation disparity
plotted against the initial vergence angle.
The vergence control, tested over 250 trials, shows a mean
precision on the positioning of the fixation point of 0.6±0.17◦,
which is comparable to the magnitude of the actual fixation
disparity measured in humans [64]. Moreover, such an error is
almost constant and positive (0.5◦) for diverging movements
(plane farther with respect to the initial fixation point), whereas
for converging movements is dependent on the starting po-
sition (0.3 ∼ 0.7◦), showing a marked asymmetry of the
vergence behaviour with respect to the initial position. From a
mechanical point of view, this behaviour might be explained by
the limited motors’ sensitivity to small movements. Besides,
the results obtained directly resemble the behavior observed in
humans regarding the relation existing between fixation dis-
parity, and the convergent/divergence dynamics in human eye
movements (cf. our Fig. 6 with Fig. 6b in [64]), strengthening
the validity of the vergence model.
B. Object recognition
The object recognition module provides the location of a
target object for the other modules to enable complex behavior
like reaching and the execution of saccades. In this section,
we will first explain the learning procedure, then we test the
module regarding recogntition accurancy, location accurancy,
and robustness against distractors, and finally we discuss the
general applicability of the object recognition approach.
Learning: The system was trained unsupervised and offline
to create the internal representation of the considered objects
(’Box’, ’Bottle’ and ’Tape’). We created a stereo image set
(training data) which includes those objects under all consid-
ered transformations, i.e. different scales and disparities. Each
object was placed alone in the scene and moved on the table
to five different positions in depth. Additionally, the fixation
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Fig. 7. Representation of the object memory for the three objects of the
dataset. The relevance (white cells) and suppression (black cells) of each
view-tuned HVA cell (y-axis) is plotted for each object id (x-axis).
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Fig. 8. (a) Example of a successful object recognition and localization in
a typical scene. Each box in HVA (higher visual area) shows the activity of
a single view in image coordinates. The system has to search for the target
object ’bottle’, so to focus the attention to the views 5 and 10. FEF (frontal eye
field) encodes the spatial position of the object. The red cross (displayed only
for left image) marks the position of the target object after the recognition. (b)
Area HVA encoding some views of objects. For each object (left), the weights
V1 →HVA (right) of one exemplary HVA cell are illustrated as the maximum
over all V1 features (i.e. phase, orientation, disparity) at a certain position.
Brightness denotes weight strength.
point was set to 50 different fixation points on a cubic grid
that was aligned on the table (5 points horizontally, 2 points
vertically and 5 in depth). For each of these combinations,
a stereo image pair was captured from the robotic cameras,
providing 250 pairs. To avoid a learning process for each
retinal position, we learned only in a single retinotopic location
and we subsequently shared the weights with all the other
locations, so to create a full map of HVA cells. This is
practically achieved by cropping out the target object in each
image, which creates a new ’cut’ image data set on which
learning took place.
We trained the system using a trace learning algorithm,
which in turn, grounds on temporal continuity [47], [48]. Such
an approach assumes that on average, movements of the target
and saccades in the vicinity of the target are more likely
than saccades to different objects. Thus we created an image
sequence that resembles the temporal behavior of the retinal
image stream: the object position changes randomly every 50
ms, the fixation point every 250 ms and the object type every
37.5 s. The training was performed off line on the image
sequence until all objects were perfectly recognized on the
training scenes. This required about 2·105 presented images
or 104s simulation time. From this sequence, the system
learns a population of view-tuned HVA cells that encode the
statistically significant information of a certain view of an
object (Fig. 8(b)).
The association of HVA cells to a certain object was
designed via a manual mapping. This process provides both a
feature-based memory, denoting which HVA cells (and hence
which views) belong to a certain object, and a suppression field
indicating which views of other objects could be confused with
the current view and should be suppressed (Fig. 7).
Additionally to the three objects, the robot learns a repre-
sentation of the hand that is used to avoid a false recognition
of other objects. Indeed, as the system has the ability to avoid
an object via the suppression field, the robot was instructed to
ignore the visual input originating from its own hand.
Recognition results: The recognition process, as used in
task 1, exploits visual attention to enhance the features be-
longing to the target object and to suppress those belonging
to other objects in HVA (Fig. 8(b)). The loop through HVA,
FEFv and FEFm processes the spatial scene information which
finally results in a spatially selective signal in FEFm indicating
the saccade target (section III-B and Appendix D).
The discriminative ability of the object recognition system
was tested on a separate test set (denoted test set 1) of 27
scenes (Fig. 8(a) shows one example), each one containing
three objects which were recognized individually, resulting
in 81 object discrimination and localization tasks. This test
set was separately created to ensure independence from the
training data. Compared to the trainings data, the test set
contains different objects positions, scales and disparities as
object and fixation locations are chosen differently. In the
test set, both are chosen completely arbitrary, whereby in the
trainings set, both are chosen from a small set of grid positions
as described in the learning procedure. Hence, the module has
to generalize from fixed training samples to arbitrary selected
ones. Object rotation was kept identical between training and
test set as rotation invariance was not the focus of the work. As
result, the system’s object discrimination rate was 100%, while
the localization rate was about 96% (see Tab. I). Localization
is rated as correctly if the saccadic target point is located
within the object borders. Concerning the maximum amount of
mislocalization, the distance from the saccadic target point to
the object border was 20 pixels (the image size was 320×240
pixels).
To further evaluate the robustness of the system against
arbitrary distracting objects and different object scales, we
introduced an additional unknown object in the test scene and
we place arbitrary targets farther away. We created a new test
set (test set 2) containing eight arbitrary distracting objects
(’apple’, ’bottle 2’, ’car’, ’drill’, ’hammer’, ’tea box’, ’dumb-
bell’, ’wooden figure’) in four random spatial arrangements,
resulting in 32 scenes and 96 recognition tasks. As result, the
overall discrimination rate drops from 100% to 82% (Table
Ib). We examined the misrecognitions: at first, errors resulted
from the global normalization in V1, introducing incorrect V1
responses in cases of very salient distractors. At second, being
the objects much smaller with respect to the training set, they
were not recognized (expected as explained in the following
discussion). At third, the recognition failed in case the target
was very similar to the unknown object as the suppression
field cannot be used for unknown objects.
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TABLE I
A) IN TEST SET 1, LOCALIZATION RATES IN % AND MAXIMAL
MISLOCALIZATIONS IN PIXEL ARE DENOTED FOR EACH OBJECT. B) IN
TEST SET 2, THE DISCRIMINATION ABILITIES IN % ARE ILLUSTRATED BY
A CONFUSION MATRIX (’D’: DISTRACTOR). THE COLUMN DENOTES THE
TARGET AND THE ROW THE DETECTED OBJECT.
(a)
Object Rate Mislocal.
Box 96.3 7
Bottle 96.3 20
Tape 96.0 6
(b)
Object Box Bot. Tape D
Box 94 0 0 6
Bot. 19 78 0 6
Tape 6 13 75 6
Discussion: In general, we proved that the object recog-
nition module learned to recognize an object under many
different transformations, due to its view-based representa-
tion (stage HVA) [46]. A view represents a specific visual
appearance of an object and when a transformation changes
the visual appearance, a different view cell is activated. The
learning algorithm creates view cells for all transformations
included in the learning set. As this recognition approach is
completely independent of the kind of the transformation, it is
in principle able to work for arbitrary ones. Here, we showed
the approach coping with scaling/disparity transformations
by including only these in the learning set. Other ones like
rotations were not included, but could be easily added. In
summary, the proposed system provides spatial invariance
grounded on weight sharing, and scaling/disparity invariance
grounded on the view-based representation.
In our setup, we simplified the environment by using three
specified objects, only. This setup ensures that the object
recognition module provides a very reliable target location
to the other modules, thus allowing us to evaluate complex
behaviors, such as reaching and gazing, independently of
the object recognition performance. Previous work success-
fully used the same approach for more (ten) and harder to
distinguished objects [46], hence we expect that a larger
number of object can be supported. To further demonstrate the
general validation of the solution, we additionally evaluated its
robustness against unknown arbitrary distractors and we still
obtained 82% accuracy. The main limitation of the module is
that the approach can only cope with those transformations and
objects that appear in the training set. Also, a deep evaluation
of the object recognition approach is not reported here as this
was not the focus of the work.
C. Learning the sensorimotor control
This experiment shows how the system can learn the
associations among the visual location of the stimulus, the
gazing1 direction and the reaching position. These associations
are encoded into three sensorimotor transformations, one that
converts the retinotopic position of the target into an eye move-
ment (TR 7→E) and two involved into the eye-arm coordination
(TE↔A). Learning is the normal behavior of the agent that
adapts the sensorimotor transformations after each movement.
This process is self-supervised, since the robot compares the
outcome of the performed movement with the predicted one
and uses the mismatch to correct its internal model.
1In this work the head is kept still, so we use the terms “gaze” and “saccade”
interchangeably.
With respect to our previous work on sensorimotor trans-
formation [40] we substituted the delta rule algorithm with
a recursive least square. This learning technique guarantees
faster convergence of the learning process, so that, the sen-
sorimotor transformations can be learned from scratch on the
real robot, instead of bootstrapping it with simulated data.
Learning the visuo-oculomotor transformation: The learn-
ing of the visuo-oculomotor transformation TR 7→E (task 2)
demonstrates the cooperation among visual attention, object
recognition, depth estimation and sensorimotor learning. This
behavior consists in the following sequence of tasks: 1) select
and localize a target object (task 1); 2) compute the TR 7→E
transformation and trigger a saccade to attempt to foveate it
(task 4); 3) localize again the target (task 1); 4) use the visual
displacement of the target due to the saccadic movement to
train the transformation (task 2). Learning takes place after
each saccade, so to allow the robot to keep up-to-date its
internal model. The weights of the networks were initialized
to zero and we instructed the robot to perform 2544 saccades
from random starting position of the eyes. After 500 iterations,
the mean visual error after a saccade was around 1 pixel and
the system brought the target in the center of the image (≈
2.5 pixels) with just one saccade in the 90% of the trials.
In order to have a quantitative measure of the performance,
we stopped the on-line learning and we test the system on
500 testing saccades. The movement error is shown in table II
while the visual error is 1.02± 0.84 pixels, which is compa-
rable with the performance of other architectures (2.5/(512×
512) pixels reported by Bruske et al. [65]; 5.5/(640×480)
pixels reported by Forsse´n et al. [66]).
Learning eye-arm coordination: Once the TR 7→E is learned,
it is exploited to learn the TE↔A transformations (task 3)
that deals with the coordination of the eyes and the arm,
and adapts when the robot is gazing at the hand. To test
the learning capabilities of the network, we initialized the
weights of the TE↔A transformation to zero and we executed
a learning behavior 7152 times. The behavior used to train the
eye-arm coordination is the following: 1) move spontaneously
the arm (motor babbling); 2) localize the hand using a visual
marker (task 1); 3) gaze at the hand using TR 7→E (task 4);
4) train the direct and inverse transformations (TE↔A). After
the on-line training phase, we tested the abilities of gazing at
the hand (task 6) and reaching for the fixation point (task 7)
without employing information from the vision system. The
Euclidean distance between the desired joint position and the
computed one was 0.28±0.27◦for TA 7→E and 2.78±3.57
◦
for TE 7→A. We also stored the data acquired during the on-
line exploration to test the system using the K-Fold Cross
validation (K = 5). We observed similar quantitative results
(0.29± 0.29◦ for TA 7→E and 2.84± 3.61
◦ for TE 7→A) that
demonstrate the generalizing capabilities of the networks.
Grasping the bottle: We designed a grasping setup in order
to test the performance of the system on a real world scenario.
The behavior is the following: 1) recognize and localize the
bottle (task 1); 2) gaze at the visual target (task 4); 3) reach for
the fixation point (task 6). Once the movement is terminated,
the robot closes the hand and the outcome of the action
is evaluated. The trial is marked as successful if the robot
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE RBFNS AND THEIR PERFORMANCE. THE RADIUS OF
THE GAUSSIAN IS REPORTED WITH RESPECT TO THE NORMALIZED INPUT.
THE ERROR IS THE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE EXPRESSED IN DEGREES.
Transf.
RBFN par. N. points Error[degree]
centers radius(σ) µ σ
TR 7→E 5×5×5 0.3 500 0.2 0.23
TA7→E 5×5×5 0.3 7152 0.29 0.29
TE 7→A 7×7×7 0.22 7152 2.84 3.61
correctly grasps the bottle, or as failure otherwise.
For this experiment, tactile feedback was not used during
grasping, in order to better assess the quality of the visual
processing, and we have chosen the bottle as a target object
because its symmetric shape reduces randomness effects, al-
lowing for an easier statistical assessment of the system. The
bottle was placed on a grid of 3 by 4 points that covered an
(X,Z) region of 75×60 cm in front of the robot. The arm
began each movement from a “home position” that allowed
us to reach for the bottle without any collision. During the
training of the TE↔A transformations, a marker was put in
the center of the hand, so we expected that a correct arm
movement would bring the center of the hand near the most
salient feature of the bottle (near the top). The robot grasped
correctly the bottle 11 times out of 12. The single failure
happened because the bottle was positioned at the boundary of
the training space and slightly too far to be grasped. However,
by moving the bottle 2 cm toward the robot, it managed to
grasp it correctly.
D. Complex behaviors
Grounding on the tasks defined in Sec.IV-D, we illustrate
the performance of the integrated architecture in order to
represent the capabilities of the system in interacting with the
environment. Fig.9 shows the left camera image, the disparity
map and the FEFm map for a sequence of tasks performed by
the robot:
• A) the robot starts fixating to a “random” central point
of the table and the VC controls the eyes to minimize
the overall disparity (red cross). The robot is not gazing
any specific object, and is asked to localize the box. The
DM gives a clear hint of the three-dimensional structure
of the three objects, while the FEFm shows the location
of the upcoming saccade towards the recognized target
object.
• B) the robot correctly gazes the previously localized
object (A), and uses the FEFm to effectively verify if the
box is in center of the visual field. After the movement,
the visual displacement of the box is used to train the
TR 7→E transformation (task 2).
• B-D) the robot localizes the three learned objects: the
box (B), the tape (C) and the bottle (D). Regarding the
effectiveness and the capability of the OR, it is worth
noticing two aspects. First, even if the tape is only
partially covered by the HVA cells (see FEFm), the module
is equally able to recognize and localize it, and second,
the bottle is recognized by its three-dimensional most
salient and recognizable feature, i.e. the cap (Fig. 8(b)).
• E) the robot shows the effectiveness of the TR 7→E trans-
formation in cascade with the TE 7→A, reaching for an
object that is not in the fixation point.
• F) the robot gazes a memorized object (the bottle), whose
position was localized in (E).
• G) the robot, once that is has correctly reached the bottle,
shows the capability of the TA 7→E transformation, gazing
its own hand. Moreover, when the robot is reaching to and
gazing at the same spatial location, the system updates
the TE↔A transformations (task 3).
The behaviour of the robot accomplishing the tasks of
localizing, gazing and reaching visual targets can be also seen
in the video [67].
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Comparison with the State of the Art
In this work, we have integrated different models of the
visual and visuomotor cortex into a unified robotic framework.
Shibata et al. [7] also proposed a biologically plausible
simulation of the oculomotor system, however they did not
consider an active control of the vergence angle. Paying atten-
tion to the simulation of the saccadic system, they mainly focus
on the generation of the eye trajectory given the target position,
whereas our module generates the sensorimotor transformation
to locate the target in the joint space. Therefore, from this
point of view, the two approaches are complementary. More
precisely, they compute the eye trajectory for a single eye
and exploit the same trajectory for the other one (conjugate
movement). Conversely, by including a vergence component,
we obtain two different trajectories for the two eyes (conjugate
and disconjugate movement). Finally, they obtain a saliency
map [50] by a pure bottom-up processing that enhances the
moving stimuli, whereas our cognitive architecture employes
both bottom-up and top-down processing in the FEFv-HVA
network.
In a recent work based on developmental theories, Mc Bride
et al. [9] learned eye-arm coordination by means of the visuo-
oculomotor [68] and oculo-arm motor transformations [69].
Both transformations were encoded by a topological map
based on the nearest neighborhood [68], [69]. On the contrary,
we approximate each transformation with a continuous func-
tion in order to obtain higher precision with a smaller amount
of resources. Moreover, we describe the target arm position
in the arm-joint space (implicit representation) whereas Lee
et al. [68] [69] used the task space (explicit representation).
The visual features were localized on the basis of a bottom-
up saliency map and the relevance of previously gazed stimuli
were reduced with an inhibition of return (IOR) mechanism
[9]. The concurrent top-down and bottom-up processes, which
we employ to generate the saliency map, can be extended to
implement the IOR by adding a suppressing factor in the top-
down signal that depends on the head-centered position of the
gazed stimuli.
In the field of integrative robotic solutions, another active
vision system is presented by Rasolzadeh and Bjo¨rkman [4].
Even if their system is not bio-inspired, it shows capabilities
similar to the ones of our architecture. Contrarily to our
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Fig. 9. Examples of complex tasks accomplished by the robot. For each task the panels show the left image (up), the disparity map (center) and the gazing
target provided by the FEFm (bottom). For understanding the meaning of the disparity map, please see Fig. 5.
approach based on a visual front-end, their approach employs
different representations depending on the task at hand. Indeed,
they employed Harris’ corner to calibrate the visual system,
size and hue histogram to extract the saliency map, color
and scale-rotation invariant features (SIFT, [70]) to recognize
objects.
Rasolzadeh and Bjo¨rkman encoded the objects by a color
histograms and SIFT. Given that SIFT is based on the local
maximum of Gaussian filters [70], their representation is
roughly comparable to the one provided by the cells in the
early area V1. As the calibration of the robotic system is
concerned, they calibrate on-line the extrinsic parameters of
the cameras by fitting a linear function, and assuming known
the intrinsic camera parameters. We obtain the position of the
cameras by proprioception and we train this subsystem on-
line using a non-linear transformation, which not only copes
with, but implicitly encodes both the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of the cameras, thus avoiding the need for explicit
calibration (see Section V-C).
B. Conclusions
The proposed architecture results in a repertoire of behav-
iors such as gazing and reaching target objects. More struc-
tured and effective behaviors are built on the integration of
the different modules, which can work separately or cooperate
together.
At the level of each single module, the information, both
visual and proprioceptive, is encoded in a distributed way.
Module V1 effectively encodes visual information both for
early and advanced tasks. The flexibility of this approach
allows us to exploit the population response at different
levels of complexity, either directly for vergence control in
an (early) visual closed loop, or to evaluate the depth map
of the environment, or to build a hierarchical representation
of the view and structure of a single object (advanced).
Regarding the spatial representation of the three-dimensional
space that surrounds the robot, the choice to implicitly encode
it by the (distributed) proprioceptive information of both the
eyes and the arm joints, provides an effective capability of
interaction and a more immediate mapping among the different
reference frames. All along the neural paths, the information
is maintained distributed, postponing the decision as long as
possible, in order to maintain a flexible use of visual and
proprioceptive data.
At the level of the integrated architecture, avoiding a Carte-
sian frame and representing the peripersonal space by proprio-
ceptive cues, allows for a continuous on-line learning in which
the ventral stream (“vision for perception”) is instrumental
in calibrating the dorsal stream (“vision for action”). Thus,
the cross-talk between the two streams can be considered at
the base of “action for vision”. In fact, without any a priori
knowledge of the optical and geometrical characteristics of the
robot, the architecture learns an implicit representation of the
surrounding space and works out how to appropriately interact
with it. Differently from a standard computer vision approach,
our approach does not require an explicit calibration of the
robot’s parameters because they are learned implicitly by the
system and are embodied in it.
Our contribution to the computational and experimental
neuroscience communities has been presented elsewhere [15],
[17], [19], [46], [62], [71]. Here, we have focused on the
technological benefits obtained by implementing such models
on a robotic platform. In previous studies, biological inspi-
ration allowed us to create adaptive and robust algorithms;
here, the integration of a set of these modules allows us to
create a highly structured and coherent cortical architecture.
Maintaining biological inspiration even at the integration level,
makes the robotic agent able to accomplish complex tasks,
like perceiving and interacting, in a continuous and mutual
adaptation of perception with action, and vice-versa.
C. Future work
The hierarchical and modular organization of the presented
cognitive architecture allows us to easily adapt it to new
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tasks by adding, rewiring or modifying single modules in the
system. Considering the cross-talk between the ventral and
the dorsal stream, in a future development of the work the
system will exploit the OR to recognize and localize its own
hand, without using a visual marker, so to train the TE↔A
transformations. From the perspective of the eye movements,
we will implement an on-line learning procedure of the
vergence control [72], [73], and we will include a module for
the control of smooth pursuit movements [74]. The proposed
improvements, grounding on the same V1 architecture and on
RBFs, respectively, are suited for a direct integration within
the current hierarchical architecture. This will provide the
system with new functionalities for more complex tasks, such
as reaching for a moving object. From the perspective of the
overall working capabilities of the robotic agent, the simplicity
by which a new behavior can be created, i.e. by enabling
new connections among modules, allows us to employ it in
cognitive science and in human-robot interaction experiments
[62], [75].
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APPENDIX A
NOTATION
This section describes the mathematical notation used in
the appendices. The firing rates of all neurons are labeled
with r, superscripts denote the cortical area or the function,
whereas subscripts denote the neuron indexes (e.g. rV4i,x). The
index x refers to the spatial location of the receptive field in
retinal coordinates (x1, x2). The second multi-index i refers
to specific features of the neuron at a certain location. Weights
matrices which connected area1 with area2 are termed as
warea1-area2x,x′ with the current post-synaptic neuron x and the pre-
synaptic neuron x′. Weights matrices connecting different
features laterally are termed as warea/i.
APPENDIX B
PRIMARY VISUAL CORTEX (V1)
The local geometry of the visual stimulus in the neighbor-
hood of a given point on the image plane x is represented
in the harmonic space (amplitude, phase, and orientation),
through filtering operations with complex-valued 2D band-
pass kernels, i.e. a complex Gabor function, defined by:
h(x; θ, ψ) = ηe(−
1
2σ2
xTθ xθ)e(k0xθ+ψ) (1)
where xθ is the rotated coordinate system by an angle θ, k0
is the radial peak frequency, η is a normalization constant,
and ψ is the phase value that characterizes the receptive field
profile.
Formally, the response of a binocular simple cell of area V1,
centered in x, with a phase shift of ∆ψ and oriented along θ,
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can be written as the scalar product between the image IL/R
and the cell’s receptive field profile hL/R:
rV1s,θ,∆ψ,x = I
T
L ·hL(x; θ,ψL)+I
T
R ·hR(x; θ, ψR) (2)
while the response of a binocular complex cell is:
rV1c,θ,∆ψ,x =
∣∣∣rV1s,θ,∆ψ,x+rV1s,θ,∆ψ+pi
2
,x
∣∣∣2 (3)
where ∆ψ = ψL−ψR.
From the population response, assuming it to have Np
different phase values along each orientation, the component
disparity along the orientation θ in the retinal position x can
be obtained by applying a center of mass decoding strategy:
δθ,x =
∑Np
∆ψi
∆ψi
k0
rV1c,θ,∆ψi,x∑Np
∆ψi
rV1c,θ,∆ψi,x
(4)
Assuming it to have No orientations, the full disparity vector
is obtained by an intersection of constraints [55], thus solving
the aperture problem:
δx = argmin
δx
No∑
θj
(
δθj ,x−
kj
T
k0
δx
)2
, (5)
where kj is the 2D peak frequency vector of the Gabor
function. Following this approach, it is possible to obtain a
full, dense and robust disparity map of the observed scene.
APPENDIX C
VERGENCE CONTROL (VC)
The output of the vergence control rMST is obtained by a
weighted sum of the cell responses rV1:
rMST =
∑
x∈Ω
G(x)
Np×No∑
∆ψi,θj
wV1-MSTi,j,x r
V1
c,θj,∆ψi,x
(6)
where G(x) is a Gaussian weighting profile centered in the
fovea. The weights wi,j are obtained by minimizing a func-
tional that includes a sensitivity to the horizontal component
of the vector disparity δH and an insensitivity to the vertical
component δV :
E(w) =
∥∥∥∑Np×No∆ψi,θj ϕc,i(δH−δH,i)wV1-MSTi,j −υH
∥∥∥2+
+
∥∥∥∑Np×No∆ψi,θj ϕc,i(δV )(ϕi−1)
∥∥∥2 (7)
Considering ϕc,i(δ) the response surface of a cell to the
vector disparity,ϕc,i(δH) and ϕc,i(δV ) are the tuning curves
derived for horizontal and vertical disparity, i.e. the horizontal
and vertical cross-sections of the surface. υH is the desired
(i.e., imposed) behavior of the horizontal vergence control.
APPENDIX D
HIGH VISUAL AREA (HVA)
This section describes the object recognition system. Each
HVA cell (rHVA), over its receptive field, gains excitation (eq.
11) from a weighted sum of V1 cells and is inhibited by all
other HVA cells (eq. 8):
τ HVAR
∂rHVAi,x,k
∂t
= −rHVAi,x,k+ei,x ·ai,x,k (8)
−dnl ·
∑
i′,i′ 6=i
f
(
wHVA/ii,i′ r
HVA
i′,x,k
)
cn(u,m) =
{
u
m
u > 0.1m
u u ≤ 0.1m
(9)
ai,x,k =
(
1−max
i′
(
rOMi′,k
)
+rOMi,k
)
(10)
·
{
1−max
x′
(
rFEFmx′
)
+rFEFmx k = 1
1 k = 2
ei,x =
∑
i′,x′∈V1
wV1-HVAi′,x′,i ·cn
(
rV1i′,x′,max
(
rV1i′,x′
))
(11)
where τR = 12 is the time constant, dnl = 0.8 modulates
the competition between HVA cells, and f(·) is a non-linear
processing stage: f(u) = log(1+u
1−u
). The selectivity of a
single HVA cell to a specific object is thus given by wV1-HVA and
wHVA/i, that are the weights for the feedforward and the lateral
connections, respectively. The term e denotes the excitation
from V1 and the term a the spatial and the feature-based
attention from object memory (OM). The function cn increases
the contrast inside each receptive field separately to improve
robustness against different stimuli contrasts and illumination
conditions. The HVA and FEF are split into two parts, the
normal one driven by feature-based attention (k = 1) and
one driven by feature-based suppression (k = 2).
Connection weights between V1 and HVA (wV1-HVA) are
learned using the trace learning approach. The activation of a
pre-synaptic cell is combined with the post-synaptic activation
of the previous stimulus:
τw
∂wV1-HVAi′,i
∂t
= (rV1i′−θ
V1)t [r
HVA
i −θ
HVA]+t−1 (12)
−αw wi′,i (r
HVA
i −θ
HVA)2t−1
where αw = 350 constrains the weights, τw = 2·10
5 is the
time constant which controls the speed of the learning process,
and [x]+ stands for argmax(x, 0). The term θV1 = r¯V1
is the mean activation of the whole population of V1 while
θHVA = max(0.95·max(rHVA), r¯HVA). A weight sharing
approach was used to analyze the whole visual scene in
parallel, hence, the detection of the objects is independent of
their spatial location.
Lateral connections among HVA cells (wHVA/i) were learned
by Anti-Hebbian learning in order to increase the competition
among them. That is, inhibition is strengthened when both
cells are activated simultaneously:
τc
∂wHVA/ii′,i
∂t
= (rHVAi′ −θ
c)·(rHVAi −θ
c)−αc ·w
HVA/i
i′,i ·(r
HVA
i −θ
c)
(13)
where αc = 0.1 constrains the weights, τc = 10
6 is the time
constant and θc = 0.33 is a fixed threshold. Anti-Hebbian
learning leads to de-correlated responses and a sparse code of
the cell population [76].
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The frontal eye field is highly involved in planning eye
movements [32], [77]; its neurons show activities [31] related
to 1) the visual selectivity of a saccade target (called visual
cells [78], [79]), to 2) eye motor activity (motor cells [30],
[78]), to 3) suppression of saccades (fixation cells [80]) and
to 4) visual and motor signals [81].
The part FEFv (eq. 14) simulates the visual cells; therefore
it represents a perceptual map which is often referred to as a
saliency map. This map receives afferents from level V4pool
at the same retinotopic location, irrespective of the feature
information and thus, encodes the conspicuity of locations.
The part FEFm (eq. 15) represents the motoric cells which
encode saccade target information. They receive excitatory sig-
nals for attended objects and inhibitory signals for unattended
ones. The visuomotor cells are not simulated, but their function
is simulated by the interaction of FEFv and FEFm. The fixation
cells are roughly represented by the second channel of FEFv
which suppress indirect saccades to certain locations.
rFEFvx,e = maxi′
(
rHVAi′,x,e
)
(14)
rFEFmx = h
[
max
x′∈FEFv
(
(rFEFvx′,e=1)
p
)
− (15)
wInh · max
x′∈FEFv
(
(rFEFvx′,e=2)
p
)]
h(r) =
(
r
max(r)
(1+c)−c
)
·max
x′
(
rFEFvx′,e=1
)
(16)
where wInh = 0.5 regulates the amount of feature-based
suppression. The power rule factor p = 1.4 controls the
amount of competition and facilitates functionally a contrast
increase. The function h(r) preserves the maximum value
and decreases the minimum by a global inhibition mechanism,
controlled by the term c = 0.1·max (rFEFm). The processing
is stopped when the FEFm encodes a valid saccade target, that
is, when its maximum firing rate reaches a chosen threshold
(0.96).
APPENDIX E
VISUOMOTOR TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE POSTERIOR
PARIETAL CORTEX
The main source of inspiration for the sensorimotor frame-
work [19] are the basis function approach [60] and the neuro-
science experiments on the role of the V6A area during gazing
and reaching action [35]–[37]. The computational framework
is composed by three radial basis function networks (RBFNs).
The visuo-oculomotor transformation (TR7→E) receives as
input the retinotopic position of the target (tr) provided by
the FEFm area and its disparity which is provided by V1
through the disparity estimation, that is tr = [r
FEFm
x r
FEFm
y δx]
T .
The receptive fields of V6A neurons are modeled using Gaus-
sian funtions to make them selective to specific retinotopic
positions. Each neuron is characterized by its own center of
activation (µj) while the shape of the activation, i.e. the width
of the Gaussian (Σ), is the same for every units:
rV6Ar,j(tr) = e
−(tr−µj)
TΣ−1(tr−µj). (17)
The centers of the neurons cover the whole input space, so
that, creating a distributed representation of the retinotopic
location of the target. Such a representation can be converted
into the head-centered f.o.r. (common tilt, left and right pan)
by means of a weighted sum of the population response:
rV6Ah,i(tr) =
∑
j
zj,i ·r
V6A
r,j(tr) (18)
where zj,i is the weight that links the j-th unit of the
population with the output i.
The plasticity of the transformation resides in the weighted
connections. These connections can be changed by using bio-
inspired gradient descent techniques such as the delta rule [60].
Conversely to previous work [40], we replaced the delta rule
with a recursive least square algorithm [61], in order to speed
up the learning process on the robotic setup. At each step, the
algorithm updated the information matrix P and the weights
zi,j , using the following equations:
α = [1+rV6Ar (tr)
T ·P·rV6Ar (tr)]
−1 (19)
∆z = α·[r¯V6Ah (tr)−r
V6A
h (tr)]·r
V6A
r (tr)
T ·P (20)
P = P−α·P·rV6Ar (tr)·r
V6A
r (tr)
T ·P (21)
where r¯V6Ah (tr) is the desired head position for the target tr .
The transformations that link the eyes and arm position
(TE↔A) have the same structure of the visuo-oculomotor
transformation. The main difference is that the inputs are
directly provided by the proprioceptive sensors of the eye and
limb motors and not by the visual cortex. The inputs of TE 7→A
are the eye positions and the outputs are the arm joint positions
required to reach the fixation point. On the other hand, the
inputs of TA 7→E are the current arm joint position and the
outputs are the eye positions required to gaze at the hand.
